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ABSTRACT 

Browser toolbars, specifically the Google Browser Toolbar, may leave behind artifacts relevant to a case.  
I looked closely at one such artifact and wrote up my findings based on my own testing.  The artifact was 
a file titled “google%2E.web.w”.  Though not everyone will come across this file in their forensic 
analysis, the file was relevant to an active case.  I have not encountered this particular file in previous 
exams (I don’t use or install browser toolbars so I have not seen this file on my own system either).  The 
system used to test the behavior of this file had to match closely to the suspect’s OS and therefore it 
was tested on Windows Vista pre-SP1.  I have not done testing on this file’s behavior with earlier 
versions of Windows. 

FORENSIC ISSUE 

During a search of a suspect’s computer, I identified a document I had not encountered before.  The 
document, “google%2E.web.w”, had relevant information in it contained within it. The content was a 
line separated list of what were also found in Google “search terms” during the full analysis of the 
machine. 

The content included a search for contraband and a search the suspect had done for his own name and 
possible criminal defenses.  The entries had no other identifying information – such as dates and or 
times.  The file system metadata for the file itself showed a creation date of June and a last write date of 
September.  The contraband on the suspect’s computer indicated it had been downloaded in July and 
the search terms for the contraband were in the middle of the google%2E.web.w file. 

 

TESTING AND VALIDATION METHODOLOGY 

I installed a clean Windows Vista OS on a laptop to recreate the file’s creation.  A normal Google search 
does not generate this file.  The suspect had Google Toolbar installed as a plugin to his Internet Explorer 
install.  The location of the file was in 
%systemvolume%\Users\%username%\AppData\Roaming\Google\Local Search History\”. 

Once I installed Google Toolbar, the folder structure was created.  The file was NOT created after the 
install of the toolbar.  I typed in a search term in the toolbar search box and the file was immediately 
created with my search term listed in it.  The first search term was “steve rogers” including the 
quotes.  The file populated the term in Unicode as well as the quotes in its content. 

To see the effects of different search terms and how the file continued to be populated, I searched for 
the following terms in order:   

• captain america 

• avengers 

• shield  
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The above were all added to the Google Toolbar search box.   

I added additional terms into the browser directly at www.google.com instead of using the toolbar: 

• bruce wayne 

• the batmobile 

These terms were also populated into the file appended to the bottom. 

Although there was no indication that the suspect was using images.google.com, groups.google.com or 
finance.google.com, I did searches using those specific sites and typing the search terms into the 
browser search box directly. 

At images.google.com the following terms were entered: 

• spawn 
• spawn mcfarlane 
• spawn wallpaper 

At groups.google.com the following term was entered: 

• jedi sith wars 

At finance.google.com the following term was entered: 

• dow 

The terms from the images and groups search populated the google.web file with the terms 
sequentially.  In addition, the files “google%2Egroups.w”, “google%2Eimages.w” and 
“google%2Efinance.w” were created and populated with the terms from searches specific to those 
pages. 

On the Google Toolbar search box, there is a pull down menu.  Utilizing this menu, all previous searches 
can be selected and there is an option to “Clear History”.  The clear history option completely removes 
all search terms from the google%2Eweb.w file, but does NOT clear out the other files. 
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CONCLUSION 

Once Google Toolbar is installed, the file populates with the earliest search term (in Unicode) entered 
using www.google.com or the toolbar itself.  The created date and time for the file are the time a search 
was first conducted after installing Google Toolbar.  The modified date and time are updated when a 
subsequent search or a “Clear History” function is performed.  When “Clear History” is used, all search 
terms are removed from the file – but there may be remnants of the searched terms from additional 
Google pages such as “groups.google.com” and the file “google%2Egroups.w”. 
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